The Smart Care Sale

BlueWater Likes How Cisco Smart Care Service
Keeps Them Close to the Customer
The Firm:
Based on Long Island, New York, BlueWater Communications
Group was founded in 2006 to fill a niche overlooked in the
marketplace: the development of unified communications
solutions, based upon objective business metrics such as return
on investment, lower total cost of ownership, and increased
productivity. Since opening its doors, BlueWater provides
secure, high-performing, and scalable infrastructure and unified
communications to leading organizations in financial services,
telecommunications, legal services, advertising, manufacturing,

healthcare, retail, progressive educational institutions, and
government agencies.
BlueWater delivers these solutions using a lifecycle services
model that’s designed to ensure excellence in execution,
financial management, and customer satisfaction. They must be
doing something right. BlueWater achieved Cisco Gold Partner
status coupled with the Cisco Customer Satisfaction Excellence
Award faster than any other partner in Cisco history.

The Partner:
Cosmo Gazzani is Director of Managed Services Business
Development and Sales. He began as a field engineer then
moved into management with different resellers, managing
engineers for deployments and implementations. On the user
side, he’s worked for Wall Street brokerage firms managing
internal infrastructure.

Gazzani has seen the transition from mainframes in the 1980s
to the advent of the personal computer and from centralized
computing to decentralized and now back to centralized
with data center and virtualization. Today, he enjoys his job in
managed services for as he says, “It’s hot in the world today.”

The Strategy:
Cosmo Gazzani doesn’t sell Smart Care solely on price, but
he has seen that in this current economy, everyone wants to
cut costs. In 2010, BlueWater launched Blue Care managed
services. He says that for the same cost his customers have
with the Cisco SMARTnet® service, they now get Smart Care
proactive management in a contract that combines both a
“break/fix” warranty for spare parts replacement and
monitoring and remote remediation.
Gazzani has seen how technical services are being
commoditized, and that’s why he believes it’s more important
than ever for a partner to be considered a trusted advisor to
remain competitive. It’s one of the reasons he’s pleased that
BlueWater has picked up Smart Care, as he has found that
Smart Care provides a method for gaining intimate knowledge
of the customer environment, which makes selling their
professional services much easier.
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Gazzani explains, “Smart Care requires installation of an
appliance which is like installing a Trojan Horse. We’re inside the
fortress, so to speak. We’re in a position to gain information about
the customer’s environment, including proactive information as
well as information we’re archiving such as performance data
that’s collected over time. With this information we can schedule
meetings with the customer to provide analysis on trends and
problem areas. Smart Care gives us this visibility, and visibility is
so important. When we call on a customer, the more visibility we
have, the more beneficial we are to them and the more they are
impressed. Rather than saying, ‘What’s going on? Do you need
any services or products or whatever?’ We go to the customer
with live data from reports and inform the customer. Maybe
they need some adjustment here, optimization there, or maybe
additional resources. The customer welcomes this kind of visit
because it’s strategic and helpful, not just a sales call. That’s how
Smart Care keeps us close to the customer, and we value this
‘stickiness.’ After all, with Smart Care, the customer doesn’t call
Cisco; they call us.”
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The Challenge:
Smart Care takes time and effort to administer and deploy. Because of this,
BlueWater initially had some upfront engineering costs. In addition, there are
ongoing administration costs to consider. However, the company has learned
one way to meet this challenge. “We like the idea of doing a pre-assessment,”
Gazzani says. “This means going onto a customer site to make sure the network is
configured properly before we even order the appliance, let alone install it. Yes,
this still takes time but it’s one step above a customer giving us a list of devices
and IP addresses and saying that these are the devices they want to manage.
We send an engineer there who goes into each device and checks whether
the SNMP parameters are set up correctly. This is the little bit of pre-work we
do which Cisco recommends. It doesn’t save time, but it saves stress. When a
customer signs a contract, everything gets accelerated because now they want
the services turned up and we have to scramble to make sure the devices are set
up correctly for discovery and the appliance recognizes the devices within the
infrastructure. So, if we do all this pre-work ahead of time, it saves us stress and
the services can get rolled out a lot quicker.”

The Takeaway:
Cosmo Gazzani says that BlueWater has combined its own branded managed
services “Blue” with Smart Care for optimum success. From his long experience
in managing services, he’s learned to use some smart strategies:
• Even in situations where the customer will not save money by going with Smart
Care, emphasize that the added services will bring greater value for money
and therefore are more cost-effective.
• Technical services are being commoditized, and that’s why it’s more important
than ever for a partner to be considered a trusted advisor and add value added
services to remain competitive.
• Use Smart Care as a method for gaining intimate knowledge of the customer’s
environment,
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• Be aware that Smart Care takes time and effort to administer and deploy so
you will have upfront engineering costs. To avoid stress during implementation,
consider doing a pre-assessment before the contract is signed so on signing,
you’re ready or at least much closer to being ready to provide the services.

“Smart Care keeps us close to the customer and we value this ‘stickiness’.
After all, with Smart Care, the customer doesn’t call Cisco; they call us.”
	 Cosmo Gazzani, BlueWater Communications Group
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